The role of telemedicine and mobile health in the monitoring of sleep-breathing disorders: improving patient outcomes
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Abstract: Although the concepts are broad, telemedicine and mobile health (mHealth) can be defined as a methodology to provide health care remotely and improve health services and outcomes using telecommunication tools. The widespread adoption of these technologies and current health care challenges, such as the aging population and increasing costs, has encouraged interest in the development of new strategies involving telemedicine. Overall, there is a lack of evidence rigorously assessing the impact of telemedicine and mHealth. Therefore, proper randomized controlled trials, with cost-effectiveness and impact on quality-of-life analysis, are urgently needed. They should also focus on specific populations and their comorbidities, since customizing telemedicine approaches is paramount to ensure success. Obstructive sleep apnea is a highly prevalent chronic condition and the most common of sleep-breathing disorders, and telemedicine and mHealth could play a pivotal role in the different phases of its management. In the future, using new devices capable of signal acquisition and analysis will refine obstructive sleep apnea diagnosis; even smartphones’ built-in sensors could offer improved comfort and the possibility of home sleep monitoring. Continuous positive airway pressure titration could be performed with wireless devices, whose parameters can be changed remotely from sleep centers. Finally, the follow-up phase could be specially improved by telemedicine by using remote continuous positive airway-pressure data, self-management platforms, and mobile applications for patient feedback. Incorporating new procedures with novel technologies and sensors will probably change the process. Instead of replicating traditional visits, mHealth may provide shorter and more frequent assessments; alarm systems on the patients’ devices could alert physicians or mobile applications with simple questionnaires may help on follow-up. With telemedicine, patients will not be treated in the same way.
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Introduction

Telehealth (TH) is the provision of health care remotely using telecommunications, including telephones, smartphones, and mobile wireless devices, with or without a video connection.1 However, at present the concept itself is broader. Indeed, Ambrosino et al explained that the following four concepts must be considered before using technology for follow-up or to improve treatment: 1) it should improve access and reduce cost; 2) it should be suitable for care of chronic conditions (including global health status); 3) it should maintain contact with a reference hospital; and 4) it should provide education.2

Sleep-disordered breathing (SDB), in terms of both patient characteristics and the processes applied, probably represents a clinical area were telemedicine could
play a pivotal role. In obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), for example, there is scope for assistance in ensuring adequate treatment, including sleep hygiene and continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) compliance, the latter of which is an essential component of effective treatment. With OSA and other SDB, it is also necessary to provide an optimal diagnosis procedure and follow-up, particularly during the first weeks of treatment.

The American Academy of Sleep Medicine’s Task Force on Sleep Telemedicine supports telemedicine as a means of advancing patient health by improving access to the expertise of certified sleep medicine specialists. Some publications have described the use of telemedicine for respiratory disease, congestive heart failure, and other chronic illnesses. However, few telemedicine applications have been designed and implemented to support the diagnosis and management of OSA, which is surprising, given that this is such a prevalent chronic disease for which novel social, health care, and economic strategies are urgently needed.

CPAP is the optimal treatment for OSA, but it is underused by a significant number of patients. Reports indicate that only half of all patients remain compliant with CPAP by 3 months after initiating therapy, and it is well known that closer follow-up during the first weeks of treatment can improve compliance. Therefore, a major challenge for sleep specialists is optimizing patient compliance, especially when initiating treatment, yet overloaded sleep units have trouble providing such support because of a lack of financial resources.

TH has the potential to deliver effective and convenient care that can improve compliance and patient satisfaction, and reduce absenteeism to attend specialist sleep centers. We thus performed a systematic review of the published literature on the role of telemedicine compared to routine face-to-face care for monitoring and improving outcomes in patients with OSA receiving CPAP therapy, with special consideration to phone calls, videoconferencing, e-mails, websites, mobile texting, and mobile applications. Since we believe compliance is affected by the first contact with diagnosis procedures and mainly by the first night of treatment (CPAP titration), both aspects are also reviewed.

The role of telemedicine and mobile health when diagnosing SDB

The widespread adoption and use of wireless technologies is changing the way patients with sleep disorders are being diagnosed, monitored, and treated. With this in mind, telemedicine-based strategies could be a major component in the development of a comprehensive and cost-effective solution for these aspects of common SDB, like OSA. Advances in mobile technology, and their applications in sleep health, are progressing to a level where physiological signal acquisition and analysis can be carried out by a smartphone’s built-in sensors, offering improved comfort and the possibility of home sleep monitoring to patients with sleep disorders. We review the traditional diagnostic procedures and the present telemedicine tools and apps.

Traditional OSA diagnosis

Polysomnography (PSG) is still considered the medical gold standard for the diagnosis of OSA. However, it is an expensive, complex, and time-consuming test that often has long waiting lists, so there is a need to develop simplified ambulatory devices. Portable monitoring devices offer advantages compared with in-lab PSG, including time and resource efficiency, the possibility of home testing, lower costs, and compatibility with telemedicine. Studies have shown that portable sleep devices may be especially useful in patients with a high pretest probability for OSA. However, its applicability in patients with other comorbidities has been evaluated in few studies, and further research is needed to validate their use.

Diagnosis of OSA using telemedicine

Some studies have investigated the role of telemedicine in novel diagnostic strategies for OSA. To this end, Bruyneel et al developed a telemonitoring system that could transmit physiological parameters in real time from portable PSG through an at-home wireless device to a remote sleep unit. In another study, a telematic system, which combined a teleconsultation system with the real-time transmission of parameters from respiratory polygraphy and automatic CPAP, was implemented for managing OSA. These studies indicate that telemedicine approaches could help to establish diagnostic and therapeutic strategies for OSA in a home setting. However, further to this, portable systems for the diagnosis and stratification of OSA were developed by Al-Mardini et al and Garde et al using the built-in sensors in smartphones together with external sensors. Physiological signals, including oxygen saturation (SO2), body movement, respiratory effort, and pulse rate variability, were extracted and analyzed to determine the apnea–hypopnea and oxygen desaturation indexes. For patients with suspected OSA, these studies provided highly sensitive, specific, and accurate results compared with PSG. However, there has been
no comprehensive validation or testing in a larger number of clinical patients to confirm the reliability and validity of the findings.

**OSA diagnosis using mobile health**

Mobile health (mHealth) is the use of mobile and wireless devices to improve health outcomes, health care services, and health research, and it includes the acquisition, processing, analysis, and transmission of health-related patient data. Currently, mobile platforms, such as smartphones and mobile devices, incorporate key features like advanced powerful computing, built-in sensors, such as accelerometers, microphones, and cameras, capacious memories, open operating systems, and wireless connectivity that allow medical support when and where it is needed by patients. These features have encouraged the development of apps that allow patients to assess sleep-related patterns in a home setting.

Here, we review apps that could help in OSA screening by recording physiological parameters (body motion, activity, audio, and SO₂) using smartphones’ built-in sensors coupled or not with external devices. Using the sleep-related features combined with clinically validated questionnaires, patients could be classified as either OSA or non-OSA. Other recent studies are summarized in Table 1.

**Movement and body position screening in sleep medicine**

One of the most common ways of assessing sleep-related parameters is through actigraphy, which can estimate waking/sleeping states through the presence or absence of limb movements. Indeed, studies have found that actigraphy can be helpful for sleep research, because it tends to be less expensive and is more comfortable compared to PSG.

Similarly, many sleep-related apps that register body position and movement using built-in accelerometers have been developed. Each app has its own algorithm to relate the amount of movement detected to specific waking/sleeping states, and to estimate sleep patterns. Studies have suggested that such algorithms, which have been validated reporting high sensitivity and specificity, could be used in the future to advance sleep studies at home and in clinical sleep research. Currently, many apps available in Google Play and the Apple Store measure movement and waking/sleeping parameters during sleep. Such apps as SleepBot, Sleep as Android, and Sleep Cycle calculate sleep quality by combining total sleep time and the amount of movement. However, most have not been validated by scientific studies.

Bhat et al compared a commercial accelerometer (UP by Jawbone) worn as a wristband coupled with an app (MotionX-24/7) against PSG testing and actigraphy (Activite 2) in a clinical cohort of 78 children and adolescents with suspected SDB. The results showed no differences in the means of some standard sleep parameters among PSG, actigraphy, and accelerometry. However, the app underestimated sleep-onset latency and waking after sleep onset and overestimated total sleep time. Therefore, using this app in a clinical or research setting should be considered carefully. In another study, five commercial wearable wrist-worn devices were used for measuring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recorded parameters</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Sensors</th>
<th>Signals</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Movement and body position</td>
<td>Zhu et al</td>
<td>Actigraph</td>
<td>Motion intensity, acceleration, respiratory effort</td>
<td>A portable system integrating microsensors with mobile devices for monitoring and diagnosing OSA in a home setting was developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hummel et al</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Head actigraphy showed good performance detecting sleeping/waking status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snoring and breath sound</td>
<td>Koo et al</td>
<td>Microphone</td>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>Acoustic analysis of snoring sound recorded by a smartphone could be a useful screening test for the prediction of occlusion sites in OSA patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nandakumar et al</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Smartphone used as a sonar system that emits frequency-modulated sound signals to extract chest movements and identify OSA events showed a high correlation with PSG.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oximetry signals</td>
<td>Garde et al</td>
<td>Oximeter</td>
<td>SpO₂, pulse rate variability</td>
<td>SpO₂ combined with pulse rate variability could help to detect OSA events used as a portable device integrated into a smartphone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behar et al</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>An app for OSA screening using recorded SpO₂ combined with movement, snoring, and body position and a questionnaire were developed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1** Recent research using smartphones for OSA screening

Abbreviations: OSA, obstructive sleep apnea; PSG, polysomnography; SpO₂, peripheral oxygen saturation.
Sleep features together with research-based actigraphy were compared with PSG, showing no differences among devices and a strong correlation with total sleep time recorded by PSG.\(^{32}\)

There is a known correlation between the severity of apneic events and body position during sleep. The effect of body position on OSA is such that severity increases when patients sleep in the supine position.\(^{38,39}\) Apps like SomnoPose\(^{40}\) can monitor accelerometer data from a smartphone to determine body position, and emit a smart alarm when the patient is on their back.

### Audio recording: snoring and breath

Breath and snoring during sleep could provide essential information about breathing patterns and flow limitation. Logically, an overnight audio recording of a patient could be a preliminary tool for discriminating between patients with different severities of OSA and those who are simple (non-OSA) snorers. Using signal processing and pattern recognition algorithms, several studies have addressed the detection of snoring and breathing sounds during sleep. An algorithm for analysis and recording of snoring sounds using a smartphone was implemented by Nakano et al,\(^{41}\) and their results showed a high correlation between the snoring time measured by the smartphone and that measured during the PSG test. However, the authors argued that use of this approach was unproven in a noisy home environment, and that further investigation was needed. Apps like Snoring Detector Pro\(^{42}\) can detect snoring and instruct patients to adjust their sleeping position with light and short pulses on a smart watch.

Although audio offers a potential non-contact alternative, there are multiple parameters in audio acquisition that are relevant to audio quality, including frequency response of the smartphone’s sound card, format of the recorded audio file, quality of the microphone, and position of the microphone in relation to the subject.\(^{43}\) Several authors have evaluated the usefulness of apps for detecting sleep-related parameters. Stippig et al\(^{44}\) compared some apps for monitoring and recording sleep sounds, concluding that the tested apps were not sufficiently accurate to replace the standard diagnostic methods. Ong et al\(^{45}\) also reviewed several features provided by sleep analysis apps to record sounds during sleep, and concluded that physicians have to be aware of the most common apps’ features and limitations to counsel patients properly when they inquire about them.

### Oximetry signals

Peripheral \(\text{SO}_2\) (Sp\(\text{O}_2\)) level is a good complementary measurement for identifying apneic events during sleep testing. Pulse oximetry is a noninvasive method of measuring Sp\(\text{O}_2\) that records tissue changes using a photoplethysmographic signal.\(^{46}\) Currently, many apps are also available for pulse-oximetry assessment. These include Pulse Oximeter\(^{47}\) and Instant Heart Rate,\(^{48}\) which can provide information on both heart rate and \(\text{SO}_2\), using just the light source and camera of the smartphone (called reflective pulse oximetry), without the need for an external device. However, they have not been validated by scientific studies. Overall, there is a lack of literature that rigorously evaluates the impact of mHealth on sleep medicine, and new methods or instruments are needed to assess the efficacy of apps in sleep medicine.

### Telemedicine-based support during CPAP treatment

Several studies have reported that a main predictive factor for long-term CPAP compliance is patient adherence in the first weeks of treatment. To improve it, support and follow-up during this period must be tight. Telemedicine strategies seem to be appropriate to offer this kind of assistance, since long waiting lists and overweighed health care services make difficult such support. Therefore, if we wish to improve patient adherence, titration, training, and follow-up, it must be complemented with adequate education about OSA, CPAP, and mask use, and personalized depending on the patient’s characteristics, so that the most appropriate cases are treated in the sleep unit with specialized technical support, while less complex cases can be titrated or followed by home-based settings.\(^3\) We review the available evidence regarding different telemedicine approaches mainly targeting training, and adherence to accomplish adequate long-term CPAP compliance.

### Coaching phone calls

Chervin et al\(^1\) performed one of the first telemedicine-focused randomized controlled trials (RCTs) among 33 subjects with interventions that were designed to improve compliance. One group received weekly phone calls to uncover any problems and encourage CPAP use, a second group received written information about OSA and the importance of regular CPAP use, and a third group served as controls (no information). In this RCT, the first two interventions were associated with improved CPAP compliance, and this was particularly strong when the intervention occurred during the first month of CPAP treatment. However, some 15 years later, compliance was still estimated to be below 50%-70%, which motivated Leseux et al\(^{49}\) to evaluate the feasibility of an educational intervention (EI) in 66 patients with OSA receiving CPAP compared with patients receiving standard care. The EI
consisted of five educational sessions delivered by phone in the first 3 months after treatment initiation. Although there were no statistical differences, CPAP compliance at 3 months was 54 minutes more in the EI group compared with the control group, and this difference became statistically significant by 6 months. Although both studies produced positive results, the small sample sizes should be taken into consideration.

**Interactive voice response (IVR) systems**

Initial forays into the use of telecommunication follow-up included the use of IVR systems, which involves a telephone mechanism to survey patients. IVR systems can automate phone calls to patients and ask a series of questions (eg, “Are you using CPAP?”), formatted in a way that patients can answer by pushing the telephone keypad (eg, “Press 1 for yes, press 2 for no”). DeMolles et al performed a pilot study to test this function among 30 patients being started on CPAP. They included questions regarding CPAP use, such as “How many days this week did you use your CPAP?” If the patient’s answers were suboptimal, based on predetermined thresholds, the system would ask questions aimed at identifying predefined problems and then provide brief education and reinforcement. The study concluded that after 2 months, patients with OSA who received automated education with a concurrent counseling program had better CPAP adherence and better control of OSA symptoms than those receiving usual care alone. This pilot trial was followed by an RCT by Sparrow et al that included 250 patients and a longer follow-up. This confirmed that after a year, this system improved CPAP adherence and was associated with improved functional status and fewer depressive symptoms. The use of IVR systems as a telemedicine strategy seems to be very useful for collecting patient feedback; however, researchers have mentioned that it creates data overload when following large populations.

**Wireless telemonitoring of treatment compliance and efficacy**

The impact of remote monitoring is particularly relevant, given the wireless capabilities of new-generation CPAP devices. Various CPAP modems compatible with Ethernet cables, home Wi-Fi networks, or Bluetooth connections to transfer data have been developed.

In 2007, Stepnowsky et al performed a pilot study to determine whether wireless telemonitoring of CPAP data improved CPAP compliance. They randomized 45 patients into remote monitoring or usual care groups. With the remote monitoring protocol, sleep specialists could review hours of CPAP use, mask leak, and the apnea–hypopnea index, while the usual care group received only a telephone call after 1 week and a follow-up office visit after 1 month. Although similar compliance was reported in both groups, the intervention group indicated that they were significantly more likely to continue using CPAP compared with the usual-care group. In a similar study carried out by Fox et al, 39 patients were randomized to telemedicine and 36 patients to standard care. Remote monitoring resulted in a near doubling of CPAP use at 3 months (191 vs 105 minutes/night). In this study, CPAP data were monitored daily and patients contacted if suboptimal use or other problems were indicated. However, both groups still reported low overall CPAP compliance.

More recently, Anttalainen et al have performed a study showing that telemonitoring could improve adherence to CPAP and save nursing time. After CPAP titration, 111 consecutive patients with OSA were randomized to usual care (n=61) or telemonitoring (n=50) protocols, using fixed-pressure CPAP with and without wireless telemonitoring, respectively. The following end points were used: CPAP use >4 hours/day, mask leak, apnea–hypopnea index <5 per hour, and nursing time (including phone calls and visits). Their results showed that there were significant differences in nursing time between the follow-up protocols, without compromising the short- or long-term effectiveness of treatment. Although the availability of objective and diverse data about CPAP provides useful and actionable information, such wireless telemonitoring suffers from the same limitation as IVR, in that it leads to data overload when trying to manage a large patient population.

**Videoconference**

Telemedicine may allow greater access to care; however, its effect on patient satisfaction and treatment adherence is not fully understood, despite some studies suggesting good acceptance and compliance. For example, Parikh et al compared patient satisfaction and CPAP adherence based on videoconference (n=34) with face-to-face (n=56) specialist consultations, but showed similar compliance and satisfaction in both groups. In another study, Iselta et al analyzed the satisfaction of 50 patients with OSA with a physician-based teleconsultation (videoconference), showing that >95% of patients were satisfied and that 66% would be happy to replace their CPAP follow-up visits with teleconsultations. Interestingly, they also included 40 patients with OSA who were scheduled to receive CPAP training and randomized them to receive usual face-to-face training or training via videoconference. After the session, participants were evaluated blindly on what they learned about OSA and mask placement. The
authors reported that patients trained by videoconference demonstrated the same knowledge about OSA and the same performance on practical skills (mask and headgear placement and leak avoidance) as the face-to-face group.

We believe that videoconferencing is also a promising tool for obtaining valuable information from patients in a face-to-face consultation. A major limitation, though, is that videoconferencing requires access to a fast Internet connection to take place without interruption. In addition, its use on smartphones can generate high levels of data consumption (cost to the patient) if not used with Wi-Fi networks.

**Combined approaches for CPAP telemonitoring**

A couple of very recent studies have gone beyond assessing single interventions, and instead designed RCTs that mixed different telemedicine strategies to improve CPAP use and efficacy. In their research, Munafò et al authors concluded that automated telemonitoring follow-up (cost to the patient) if not used with Wi-Fi networks.

**Apps**

Mobile phones seem particularly suited for reaching patients, so it is perhaps unsurprising that mHealth products have been assessed for their potential to improve health outcomes. Indeed, the volume and variety of apps are already immense, and this is estimated to keep growing in coming years. We have seen that there is significant potential for assessing sleep quality, helping with the diagnosis of OSA, and providing lower-cost CPAP follow-up. However, there are only a few properly tested and validated apps. One such app, SleepMapper, combines a mobile application and website from Philips Respironics to provide patients with data on their individual adherence, therapy, and OSA events, together with other tools and techniques for dealing with their therapy.

**Platforms**

MyCPAP was the first CPAP self-management platform to use wirelessly transmitted CPAP data. It basically used a website with the following elements: 1) CPAP-use and efficacy information displayed on charts, 2) surveys with questions related to symptoms, 3) educational information about OSA and CPAP, and 4) a user manual and troubleshooting guide for CPAP. Using this platform, an RCT conducted to analyze compliance with CPAP among 241 patients showed that those in the MyCPAP group had significantly improved CPAP use compared with controls at 2 months (4.1 vs 3.4 hours/night). Kuna et al followed this with an RCT of 138 patients randomized to either usual care alone or usual care plus access to CPAP data via an online portal. Those with online access had significantly better CPAP use per night (about 6 hours) compared with the usual-care group (4.7 hours) after 3 months. Therefore, giving patients access to their own data could help improve compliance.
mHealth in sleep management

Telemedicine support in non-CPAP treatment

OSA is a common disorder that has all the characteristics of a chronic condition, and as such should be approached as a disease requiring long-term and multidisciplinary management of treatments and problems, including residual symptoms, deficits, and comorbidities. Also, many patients with OSA have modifiable lifestyle factors that contribute to their disease, which could be improved by appropriate intervention. General education on the impact of weight loss, sleep position, alcohol avoidance, risk factor modification, and medication effects should be provided. Patient education should also be delivered optimally as part of a multidisciplinary chronic disease-management team that includes the sleep physician, the referring provider, and any allied health care providers. Several publications have reported positive results using telemedicine to support home monitoring of patients with chronic heart failure, respiratory disease, diabetes, and other chronic illnesses. They have also been shown to improve compliance with treatment and to instigate behavior changes, such as smoking cessation, via telemedicine interventions (TIs).

Cost-effectiveness of telemedicine in OSA

Recent reviews of the literature suggest that there is a lack of solid evidence on the cost-effectiveness of eHealth and mHealth systems. Some but not all cost-effectiveness studies show that telemedicine can reduce costs. Among the main

| Table 2 Telemedicine approaches to improve CPAP follow-up |
|-------------|-------------|----------------|-----------|
| Reference   | Subjects (n)| Study length   | Summary                                           |
| Phone call  |             |                |                                                     |
| Chervin et al7 | 33           | 1 month        | Interventions significantly improved CPAP use in the first month of CPAP treatment. Higher adherence to CPAP in the intervention group. |
| Leseux et al49 | 101          | 6 months       |                                                     |
| Interactive voice response |             |                |                                                     |
| DeMolles et al51 | 30           | 2 months       | Better CPAP adherence and control of symptoms in the intervention group. |
| Sparrow et al52 | 250          | 12 months      | Improved CPAP adherence and functional status, with fewer depressive symptoms. |
| Wireless telemonitoring |             |                |                                                     |
| Stepanowsky et al53 | 45           | 2 months       | Similar compliance in both groups. The intervention group had a significantly higher likelihood of continuing using CPAP. |
| Fox et al54 | 75           | 3 months       | Intervention group nearly doubled CPAP use. However, both groups showed low adherence. |
| Anttalainen et al55 | 111          | 12 months      | Significant differences in nursing time, with similar treatment effectiveness. |
| Videoconference |             |                |                                                     |
| Parikh et al56 | 90           | 2 weeks        | Similar compliance and satisfaction was reported in both groups, but study length was quite short. 1. Patients were highly satisfied with a physician teleconsultation. 2. CPAP training via videoconference proved to be as effective as face-to-face training. |
| Isetta et al57 | 1) 50, 2) 40 | 1) 1 visit, 2) 1 visit |                                                     |
| Web platform |             |                |                                                     |
| Stepanowsky et al58 | 241         | 2 months       | Patients with access to MyCPAP platform to self-monitor CPAP use showed significantly improved adherence. |
| Kuna et al59 | 138          | 3 months       | Patients with access to a self-monitoring platform had significantly improved CPAP adherence. |
| Mobile application |             |                |                                                     |
| Hardy et al60 | 15,000      | 3 months       | Patients with the mobile app and website showed improved adherence compared with standard care. |
| Isetta et al61 | 34           | 6 weeks        | Patients who used the AppNea app showed adequate CPAP compliance and high satisfaction, suggesting the app-based intervention was feasible. |
| Combined telemedicine approaches |             |                |                                                     |
| Munafo et al62 | 122          | 1 month        | No differences for CPAP use or efficacy, although all trends favored the telehealth group, in which the coaching time was reduced. Telemonitoring follow-up but not web education improved CPAP compliance. |
| Hwang et al63 | 556          | 3 months       |                                                     |

Abbreviation: CPAP, continuous positive airway pressure.
limitations of any economic evaluation of telemedicine is the absence of quality data and appropriate measures; indeed, most studies have entirely equated benefits with cost savings, with no analysis of the benefits to patients. There is a need for RCTs with larger samples that compare different telemedicine scenarios if we are to assess the viability and effectiveness of telemedicine properly.66

Cost-effectiveness in OSA diagnosis
Recently, portable sleep-recording devices have become accepted as an alternative to PSG for diagnosing OSA in patients with a high pretest probability of the disorder.67,68 Bruyneel and Ninane69 reviewed the available evidence for home PSG (H-PSG) from six prospective randomized crossover studies comparing H-PSG to in-lab PSG. This analysis showed that H-PSG was suitable for complete sleep evaluation, that it was accurate for OSA diagnosis, and that the failure rate was low, despite the lack of supervision. It was also suggested that H-PSG might reduce costs, but it was also mentioned that cost-effectiveness analyses were not yet available.

Masa et al80 compared the costs incurred in home respiratory polygraphy and in-lab PSG using device transportation and telematic transmission of data. They found that both having devices moved by a transportation company and telematically sending raw data proved cost-effective and equally beneficial. This finding opens the possibility of its application among patients who inhabit places distant from the hospital or those with limited mobility.

Cost-effectiveness of CPAP treatment and follow-up
Concerning follow-up for OSA and CPAP, previous evidence supports the use of TIs designed to improve compliance with treatment. DeMolles et al and Stepnowsky et al51,53 conducted studies where telemonitoring was as effective as usual care in achieving CPAP adherence and efficacy, but economic efficiency and labor requirements were not addressed. Moreover, Fox et al84 randomized 75 patients in a 3-month study comparing usual care with a web-based telemonitoring application, and although adherence was improved in the TI group, on average more time was required to manage patients in the TI group. The authors postulated that the overall magnitude of this extra time was fairly minor (1 hour per patient), and believed it would be justified by the improved adherence.

Isetta et al8 performed a unicenter RCT providing evidence that a telemedicine-based strategy for the follow-up of CPAP treatment in patients with OSA was as effective as standard hospital-based care in terms of CPAP compliance and symptom improvement, with comparable side effects and satisfaction rates. The telemedicine-based strategy had lower total costs, due to savings in mobility and less lost productivity (indirect costs).

Recently, Munafò et al87 conducted a multicenter RCT where TI was associated with excellent adherence to CPAP therapy and significantly reduced the amount of hospital care professional time that was needed to achieve adherence and efficacy comparable to the usual care model. They speculated that the decrease in resources used in the TI group could largely be attributed to a marked reduction in the requirement for hospital care professionals to review adherence data manually, identify patients at risk, and provide coaching. Instead, automated notifications were delivered to the patient and their care provider. The reduction in labor required in the TI group was especially evident in the savings associated with coaching patients who reached adherence within the first 30 days. The TI program did not require any additional labor if the patient was responding well to CPAP therapy. In contrast, the usual care model required intensive labor investment, particularly during the first month. They concluded that whether these benefits translate into better cost-effectiveness remains to be determined.

Therefore, we conclude that results for cost-effectiveness are highly variable, with most of them from single-center studies where CPAP compliance remained low and sample sizes were small. Further well-designed studies that include cost-effectiveness analyses are needed to determine what the true benefit of telemedicine in this area is.

Conclusion
Rapid advances in technology, combined with the high prevalence of SDB and the increased demand for procedures, have encouraged a widespread interest in TH technologies. At present, telemedicine seems to offer credible solutions for managing the major health care challenges facing our society, such as the need to treat an aging population and the increased health care costs when managing chronic disease. Publications have shown benefits from using telemedicine in the management of several diseases, but that these benefits can be controversial when applied to the clinical arena, and that the interventions may not be cost-effective.

Of course, telemedicine is already here, and evidence abounds that a “tipping point” in TH is nearing. In fact, it is probable that rapid technological advances will in one way or another lead to a dramatic overhaul in the organization of academic and health systems. Although a networked working structure is a basic element of any health care system, the roles of the various health care professionals (specialists,
family physicians, and nurses, among others) will undoubtedly change with time as new relations are formed between physicians, or between physicians and patients, in light of new procedures and methods of follow-up. Many advances will probably be linked to the Internet, smartphones, new sensors, or other devices that are available. Another example is that TH may not only change and facilitate the diagnostic process and associated procedures but may also change the very nature of the patient “visit”. Indeed, TH does not need to replicate the traditional office; instead of the highly structured in-clinic visits, it may be possible to use shorter and more frequent assessments via multiple communication methods.

Despite the many possibilities, most of which will probably be implemented over time, caution is needed before they are transferred to the clinical arena. In an excellent invited commentary, Wilson and Cramp argued that we need a better understanding of the critical factors (relating to the patient, the physician, the health care system, and the proposed TH program) that predict success if we are to target our interventions to those patients who are most likely to benefit. We must also have an awareness of what outcomes are appropriate for TH programs to affect. While awaiting answers to these questions, we advise that funders and physicians move slowly when implementing TH programs on a wide scale. It is our view that telemedicine is suitable for implementation in several conditions, but that the most important factors for successful outcomes are probably twofold. 1) It is important that we customize provision for specific patient groups, procedures, training, and health systems. 2) Physicians, other health care professionals, administration staff, and engineers must work in collaboration. Only when these criteria are met will we be able to ensure the success of an appropriate telemedicine application.
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